7 WAYS
HALVORSEN MAKES IT EASY TO DO BUSINESS

Through our experience, knowledge and capabilities we are a full-service manufacturer from concept to installation. We provide services in 7 critical areas:

1. DESIGN
We take your concept and specs and turn them into 3D reality so you can look at the designs prior to manufacture. This ensures your project is built to your specifications and will perform in the field.

2. ENGINEERING
With in-house expertise in ASME, AWS, Metallurgy, Reverse Engineering, and P.E. Services, Halvorsen USA adheres to strict engineering practices to ensure your products perform in the field.

3. FABRICATION
We own and operate some of the largest equipment in the industry allowing us to perform specialized bending hot & cold, plate rolling, stress relieving, welding of carbon steel & high alloys, and machining.

4. MANUFACTURING
From custom units to multiple parts and assemblies, we cut, form, weld, fabricate, and ship 2000+ tons of steel per year.

5. TESTING
We have both in-house certified inspection and approved NDE vendors, which ensures your product exceeds industry standards.

6. DOCUMENTATION
We can provide Mill Test Reports (MTR) for every piece of material that enters our facility, job travelers for all jobs with inspection hold points, and retention of records that exceed ASME & AWS industry requirements. We also include Inspection and Test Plans (ITP) and a parts inspection report upon completion.

7. LOGISTICS
Our trusted and proven transportation crews deliver your project when and where it is expected. We can deliver overnight, oversized loads, and super loads eliminating delivery hassles, and providing assistance with planning a move.

Our commitment to quality—and to you—delivers shorter lead times, and gets you to market faster with a quality product you can trust. All at a competitive price.

Let Us Quote Your Next Job 800-423-7080 | halvorsenusa.com

ASME Pressure Vessels  •  Press Brake Forming  •  Plate Rolling
Custom Gear Blanks  •  Cone Fabrications  •  Toriconical Heads
ASME Certified Welding  •  Plate Cutting  •  Stress Relieving